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Category:Architecture Category:DiagramsQ: How to apply changes to a variable if it is not in scope of the function? Currently, I
am doing this in order to update a variable that is not in scope of the function in which the variable is initially declared. var
use_cache = true; function do_something() { console.log(use_cache); } var use_cache = true; do_something(); I would like to
know if there is a way to perform an action that will update use_cache as true without declaring it outside the function and setting
it to that value as false A: You can use the global object as a global variable. var use_cache = true; function do_something() {
console.log(use_cache); } window.use_cache = true; do_something(); As you can see, we have to create our variable before. But,
better, you should separate the data you need to update your cache and the function itself. You could write that as: function
get_use_cache() { return true; } var use_cache = get_use_cache(); function do_something() { console.log(use_cache); }
do_something(); In Javascript global object is always an "window". Here is where it is defined: All the object properties are also
added as properties of the window object. So in the above example, we have access to the window.use_cache. The world’s most
powerful telescope has been turned towards the heavens in the hope of finally catching the death throes of a star. The European
Southern Observatory in Chile has equipped its 64-metre Very Large Telescope to look at the exact moment of a massive star’s
death. The death of a star is the blast of its final, explosive supernova. Astronomers first detected the supernova when it triggered
a huge radio burst early in 2010. Although they’ve been able to watch flashes and explosions 9df0af710a
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